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Large Amplitude Irregularities at Low Latitudes
in the Topside Ionosphere

1. INTRODUCTIO N

The recent theoretical analyses 1’2’3 of equatorial spread F phenomena have
been spurred by observations from incoherent radar backscatter4’5 and from
satellite6’7 and rocket -borne instruments. 8 Spread F appears after sunset as a
magnetically aligned depletion of plasma in the bottom- or top- side of the equatorial
F region. The present consensus is that the depletions result from a Rayleigh-
Taylor instability2’ 8 generated at the sharp plasma density gradient of the post-
sunset bottomside F layer. According to this theory, depletions can propagate to0
or slightly higher than, the peak of the F region. Numerical calculations9 and
McDonald et al 1° have shown that in the non-linear evolution of the collisional
Rayleigh-Taylor instability the plasma depletions percolate like bubbles beyond
the F layer peak. The drift motions of fully evolved plasma bubbles have been
studied by Ott.

Observations from satellite-borneinstruments have shown large “bite outs” of
plasma as satellites passed through regions of spread F. Decreases in plasma
density of up to two to three orders of magnitude were measured by means of in-
struments on 000 6 (Hanson and Santanl) 12 at altitudes near 400 km. These plasma
decreases were coincident with enhanced fluxes of heavy ions. Woodman and

(Received for publication 28 November 1977)
(Because of the large number of references cited above, they will not be listed here.
See Reference Page 2 1 for References I through 12. )
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LaHoz5 interpreted the enhanced flux of heavy ions as indicat ing that the depletions

originated at altitudes below 400 km, Recent observations from the drift meter

experiment on Atmospheric Explorer C at similar altitudes tend to confirm this

suggestion. McClure et a17 found that, generally, the plasma within the depletions

was moving vertically with speeds of 150 rn/sec and , in the ambient plasma ’s

rest frame of reference, to the west at lesser speeds. These measured drift

speeds were an order of magnitude larger than those calculated by Scannapieco and

Ossakow.
Here we report on large amplitude irregularities observed in the equatorial

topside ionosphere by means of a spherical electrostatic analyzer (SEA) aboard

ISIS I. The instrumentation is described briefly in Section 2. To help interpret

the observations, we investigate the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) properties of

plasma bubbles in the topside ionosphere. as suggested by Woodman and LaHoz.

Examples of the depletions are presented to illustrate their day to day, orbit to

orbit, and altitude variability. In Section 5 we consider the altitude-local time

distribution of topside plasma depletions. It is shown that uepletions at altitudes

> 2000 km only appear in the post-midnight sector. The high altitude observations

are consistent with a model of plasma bubbles formed near 300 km and floating with

mean vertical speeds of 130 rn/ sec.

2. THE EXPERIM ENT

ISIS I was launched into polar orbit on 30 January 1969 with an apogee of

3526 km. a perigee of 525 km, and an inclination of 88.4° . The SEA, whi ch is

mounted on a 96-cm boom, consists of a solid collector (1. 9-cm radius) surrounded

by two wire-mesh grids (2. 54- and 3. 18-cm radii) . It is electrically designed to

measure the thermal ion density, the ion energy distribution between 0 and 50 eV,

the satellite potential, and the rat io of ion mass to temperature. The reduction of

probe data is based on the motion of charged particles in a central force field. 13, 14 , 15

Data presented in this report were measured while the instrument was in the ion

density mode of operation. The range of sensitivity of the SEA is 10 - io
6 cm 3

while the satellite is in darkness. Due to photoelectron emission from the collector ,

when the satellite is in sunlight the lower limit is 700 cm’3 . The sampling rate is

60 per sec and corresponds to a spatial resolution of 150 m.

13. Sagalyn. R. C., Smiddy. M., and Wisnia , J. (1963) Measurement and inter-
pretation of ion density distributions in the daytime F region,
J. Geophys. Res. ~~:l99.

14. Smiddy, M. • and Stuart. R. D. ( 1969) An Analysis of the Behavior of a Multigrid
Spherical Sensor in a Drifting Maxwellian Plasma, AFCRL-ff9-00 13.

15. Whitteker, .3. H. • Brace, L. H., Burrows, J. R. ,  Hartz , T. R. ,  Heikki la, W. J.,
Sagaly n. H. C., and Thomas. D. M. ( 1972) ISIS I observations of the high
latitude ionosphere during a geomagnetic storm. J. Geophy s. Res. 77:6121 .
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3. ThEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 The Woodrnan-LaHoz Model of Pisama Bubblee

Before proceeding to ISIS data, it is useful to expand upon the suggestion of
Woodman and LaHoz5 that in the topside ionosphere spread F depletions act as
bubbles of plasma that convect in a manner determined by buoyancy forces. Since
all of the data were measured in the topside ionosphere, this procedure provides a
standard with which the observations can be easily compared.

Let us consider the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD ) properties of a plasma bubble
formed in the bottomside ionosphere that has convected to the peak of the F layer.
For simplicity assume that the bubble is a cylinder of length L and a radius a,
where L > >  a. A set of coordinates is chosen with x, y, and z positive toward the
west, vertical, and north, respectively (Figure 1). The magnetic and gravitational
fields are in the +z and -y directions respectively. We ask two questions: Is such
a bubble stable against MUD collapse ? and In what direction will the bubble drift ?

Y

Aligned, Cylindrical Plasma Bubble of
• Radius a. The coordinate axes X, Y , and Z

are positive toward the west, vertical, and
north, respectively. The particle pressure for
r ~ a is significantly less than that outside the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Figure 1. Cross Section of Magnetically

e bubble. The pressure gradient is supported by
• magnetization currents (jm~ 

flowing in the
x direction +0 increasing along the bubble ’s

surface

3. 1. 1 MHD STABILITY OF BUBBLES

In considering the stability of the bubble, we ignore the effects of gravity and
write the pressure balance equation

p(r) + 
B2(r) 

= const

where p(r ) and B(r) are the particle pressure and the magnetic field at a distance r
from the central axis of the bubble. The particle pressure has a local minimum and
the magnetic field a local maximum inside the bubble. The intensified magnetic

9
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field within the bubble results from magnetization current s [j ~~(r) ) flowing in the
+8 direction (Figure 1) along the bubble surface. The magnitude of the current is

j~~(r) = 
~~~ ~~~

The 
~m X force is directed radially out from the bubble surface.
The stability of the bubble may be tested by applying the Rosenbluth criterion. 16

If a portion of the surface is displaced inward , then the j )< B force in the vicinity
of the displacement increases. Because this force is in the opposite direction to
the displacement, the increased 

~m ~ force tends to restore the bubble ’s surface
to its original configuration. In this sense, the bubble is a stable configuration not
subject to catastrophic MUD collapse. The bubble ’s stability against slow collapse
due to cross-field line diffusion arising from unstable drift waves at the bubble ’s
surface is discussed below and in Appendix A.

3. 1.2 DRIFT MOTIONS OF BUBBLES

The drift motions of plasma bubbles are specified by the forces acting on the
particles, subject to the constraint that current s be divergence-free. In a state of
equilibrium, the equations of motion for ions and electrons are

-,
.4 vi ~ -4

-Vp. + ne (E + -~~- X B) + nm1g - mjnv (v 1 - U) = 0

and
-4

.9 V
-V P - ‘1e (E + —~~ X B) = 0 ,

where p and p are the ion and electron pressures; v., v , and U are the ion,e i e ..,

electron, and neutral velocities; i’ is the ion-neutral collision frequency; and E
.4

and g are the electric field and gravitational acceleration. For convenience, we
adopt the coordinates specified in Figure 1. and assume that B = constant and that
no physicaiquantity varies with z. Following Ott , we define an effective gravi —

~9 , .9 .9
tational acceleration g = g + t ’u. This effective gravity causes a current to flow
in the (~~

‘ X ~
) direction. In the region of lower density this current would be

smaller , unless an electric field built up to drive a Pederson current . The con-
tinuity of current equation gives

-4 * -9~ncm.(g ’ X 2) ncm •( g )( 2)
= a*E + ~B p B

16. Chandraseklar . S. (1960) Plasma Physics, Phoenix Books, Univ. of Chicago
Press, Chicago, Illinois, p. 101.

10 
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where n and n are the plasma densities outside and inside the bubble, respec t ively,

= (n ecv/Bi~~) is the Pedersen conductivity inside the bubble , is the ion

cyclotron frequency. The polarization electric field inside the bubble is

.
~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 

_______E =  n* ( e u / I l )

This electric field in turn leads to a drift motion of the bubble relative to the
ambient plasma:

~ _~~~n - n ~ g ’
B n~ 

-
~:;-~~

In the post-sunset F region, neutral winds are predominant ly eastward (-
~~~ direc-

tion) ; thus , the bubble ’ s drift velocity,

n - n *

is vertically up and to the west relative to the ambient plasma. We note that the
ambie nt plasma may be superrotating. 17 , 18 In this case the bubble ’s drif t might
appear to be eastward to an observer in t !-e corotating frame of reference.

At altitudes where ion-neutral collisions are unimportant, the effects of
neutral winds vanish so that both the bubble and the ambient plasma corrolate with

the earth. Also, current continuity cannot be maintained via Pederson current s
-9 -9

in a collisionless plasma. The g X B should continue to pile up charge
-9

(V~ j = ap / 8t )  and the electric field would increase with time. Thus, the bubble

would be accelerated upwards. Ott 11 was able to show that in the collisionless

case the equations were the same as those for an ideal fluid. In this case the

upward acceleration is balanced by a drag due to the generation of vortices in the

ambient plasma. Plasma vortices carry away the excess charges that are acceler-

ating the bubble. In the stead y state, vortices are shed at the same rate that

charge is piled up. The bubble would approach a terminal velocity that is propor-

tional to (n - n*) and to the squa”e root of the bubble ’s radius.
This model has implications as to the local times at which the bubbles may be

observed if they have sufficient stability and buoyancy to drift to alt itudes greater

than 1000 km. For example, a bubble that is formed at 2100 LT and 300 km with

a mean vertical drift of 150 rn/sec and a westward drift of 100 rn/ sec relative to

the ambient plasma would reach an altitude of 2000 km at 2330 LT and 3000 km at

17. Rishbeth, H. (197 1) Polarization fields produced by winds in the equatorial
F-region, Planet. Sp. Sci. 19:357.

18. Woodman, R. F. (1972 ) East-west ionospheric drift s at the magnetic equator ,
Space Res. 12: 969.
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0100 LT. The calculations assume that the ambient plasma is corotating . The
bubbles would reach these altitudes at later local times if the ambient plasma is

~uperrotating . Thus, it would be impossible to observe plasma bubbles at altitudes

greater than 2000 km in the early evening local time sector.

4. OBSERVATIONS

4.1 Selection Criteria

All dat a collected during ISIS I s  first year of operation were examined to
identif y per iods when the satellite was in the 2000 to 0300 local t ime sector and

between 45 ’N and 45’S geographic lat itude. Data were select ed for f u r ther analysis
only if measu rements were made up to the magnetic equator. Only abo ut three
hundred orbits fulfilled these requirements. Large amplitude irregularities were
observed during 2 1 of these orbits. The irregularities were considered to be of
large amplitude only if the peak to trough density ratio was 2 or greater.

4.2 Longitude-Latitude Dietribution

The geographical longitude and latitude distribution of orbit s during which large
amplitude irregularities were observed is given in Figure 2 . Solid line s denot e the
sampling extent of each pass , with the heavier portion indicating the region of
observed irregularities. The dashed line gives the location of the magnetic equa-
tor. The irregularities were confined to within ± 15’ of the magnetic equator ,
with nea rly half having latitudinal extents greater than 10° . We note that 81 percent
of the irregularities were observed between + and - 60’ longitude. This geographic
region was found by Basu et al ’9 to have the highest percentage of scintillations
during November - December 1969, 1970. 19 To illustrate the ISIS I observations
in the topside ionosphere, we have chosen four pairs of orbits for presentation
(Figures 3, 4, and 5). These figures show: the day to day variability at a given
altitude, longitude, and local time; the orbit to orbit variability at a given altitude
and local time; and ion density depletions at altitudes > 1500 km, respectively.

19. Basu , S. • Basu , S., and Khan , B. K. (1976) Model of equatorial scintillations
from in situ measurements . R adio Sd. 11:821 .
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Figu re 2. The Geographic Longitude and Latitude Distribution of• Orbits Along Which Large Amplitude Irregularities (dark portion
of lines) Were Observed. The dashed line represents the mag-
netic equator
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4.3 Examples of ISIS Data

In Figure 3 we have plotted the ion densities observed with the ISIS I and SEA

during orbits #242 and #253 as functions of geographic latitude (A) and altitude (h).
The longitude and local time at which the satellite crossed the magnetic equator

(ME) are given for reference. This example illustrates the day to day variability

fo und at a given longitude and local time. During orbits #242 and #253, the

14 



sateUite crossed the equator at longitudes 5. 8°E and 10. 5°E at a local time of

2100 and universal times of 2027 and 2054 on 20 and 21 February 1969 , respectively.
A maximum density of 8 X l0~ cm 3 was observed at A = 17° and h = 775 km of
#242 . The density decreased slowly to 4 X 1O4 cm 3 at 2. 5° (970 km) then moved
quickly to a stable value of l .5 X 1O4 at -4° ( 1070 km). During orbit #253 , the
maximum density was 7. 1 X lO~ cm 3 at 17° (790 km) then declined gradually.
albeit in an irregular fashion, to 3 X 1O4 cm 3 at 7° (930 km). Two plasma
“bite-outs” were measured at positions near 4.5° (970 km) and 1.5° (1015 krn )
where the density decreased to 6 X l0~ and 4 X io3 cm 3, respectively. If we
assume that the density measured at these lat itudes during orbit #242 represents
the unperturbed ionosphere, then the decrease in both instances is by a factor of

8. If the depletion amplitude is measured relative to the density immediately
outside the “bite-out”, then the decrease is by a factor of 5.

The ion densities measured during orbits #218 and #2 19 (Figure 4) provide an
example of orbit to orbit variability. In both instances the peak density was

1. 5 x ~~~ cm 3 near A = 20° and h 700 km. But where large amplitude irregu-
larities were observed for about 8° on either side of the magnetic equator during
# 218, only a factor of 2 depletion is observed near A = 8° during #2 19. In the case
of #218 , the density in the depleted region was 2 X l0~ , a factor of 4 relative to
the surrounding plasma.

Large amplitude irregularities were observed at low latitudes and at altitudes
> 1500 km during six ISIS I orbits. Two examples from orbit s #3530 and #3194 are
given in Figure 5, where we have plotted ion densities as functions of altitude and
geographic latitude. In the case of #3530, the irregularities were observed to
extend from 9°N to 16°S and from 1800 to 1300 km. At A 9° the ion density de-

4 3 -3creased abruptly from 1. 5 X 10 to 4 . 5 X 10 cn . After recovery near the
equator , similar depletions were found centered near -5° and - 12° . The large
alt itude range of the disturbance indicates that in this instance ISIS went through a
series of plasma bubbles at different alt itudes but at approximately the same mag-
netic longitude. This is consistent with numerical calculations by McDonald et a11°

showing that in the topside ionosphere the irregularities drift like a column of
percolating bubbles. During the data collecting segment of #3194 . the satellit e was

at alt itudes greater than 3000 km. At A = 10° the density decreased from 1O~ to
4 x ~~ cm 3 before recovering to 1. 1 X 1O4 crn 3 at A = 20° . In all instances the
high altitude irregularities were well centered on the magnetic equator.

The examples of plasma depletions in Figures 3, 4 , and 5 are quit e represen-
tative of those observed during the entire 21 orbits. In 13 of the 15 orbits during
which depletions were observed below 1500 km. the minimum density within the
depletions ranges between 2 and 5 X l0~ cm 3. In the cases of #253 (Figure 3) and
#3686 as well as the six orbits at altitudes above 1500 km . the minimum density in

15 
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the depletions was < 1O4 cm 3. The depletion amplitudes, which we define as the
ratio for the density outside to the minimum density inside a depletion region,
ranged between 2 and 8.

5. DISCUSSION

In the previous section we presented ISIS I observations of low-latitude, large-
amplitude irregularities in the topside ionosphere. Mere we discuss their . relation-
ship to other in situ measurements and some implications for understanding equa-
torial ionospheric processes. This is done by considering the ion densities
measured within depletions and their altitude-local time distribution. Figures 2
and 3 of Hanson and Santani 12 provide examples of plasma decreases from _ l 0 6 to
I - 2 ) <  1O 3 cm 3 at 400 km near the magnetic equator. Similar examples are
found in data from Atmospheric Explorer-C (McClure et al). ~

‘ 
The “typical” equa-

torial observations from OGO-6 given in Figures 2 and 4 of Basu et al 19 show much
less severe depletions. There were 15 ISIS I orbit s along which plasma depletions
were observed at alt itudes less than 1500 km. Only during two of these orbit s
(#253 and #3686) did the density within the depletion become less than 1O4 cm 3.
In the other examples, the minimum density within the depletion ranges between
2 and 6 X l0~ cm 3. The minimum density observed within depletions at altitudes
> 1500 kin ranged between 1 and 5 X lO~~. This is consistent with the plasma
bubble model of Woodman and Lafloz . The net gravity-buoyancy force is vertically
up only where the density within the irregularity is less than that of the surrounding
ionosphere.

The plasma bubbles observed by means of ISIS 1 in the topside of the F region
are fully evolved density depletions. Thus , the non-linear theories of Scannapicco
and Ossaicow9 and Ott 11 are most relevant . The former is a computer simulation
that shows that an initial perturbation on the bottomside of th~ F peak pinches off
due to recombination and rises into the topside. Where ion-neutral collisions are
important, the bubble drifts up and to the west under the influence of gravity and
neutral wind-induced electric fields. This is essentially the same argument given
by Woodman and LaHoz 5 to explain the observed tilt of plumes at Jicamarca. In
the collisionless topside region the bubbles continue to rise, reaching a terminal
velocity that is proportional to (n - n~ ) and to the square root of the bubble ’s radius
(Ott) 1 l

• This non-linear model predict s that only large plasma bubbles are able
to reach very high altitudes. The typical terminal velocity of 100 rn/sec calcu-
lated by Ott is consistent with the ISIS I observationS of plasma depletions above
2000 km in the post-midnight sector.

16
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Previously we have shown that in the topside Ionosphere plasma bubbles are

stable against catastrophic MHD collapse. However , diffusive processes may lead

to collapse of the bubbles before they reach their floatatlori level. Woodman and

Basu2° have shown that the equatorial irregularity spectrum frequently is non-

monotonic at wavelengths near the ion gyroradius.

Kelley21 suggested that the non-monotonic feature of the spectrum is due to

unstable drift waves driven by sharp density gradient s on the surface of the irregu-

larities . Kadomt sev22 has shown that unstable drift waves produce cross field line

diffusion at rates approaching the Bohxn lu -nit. A dimensional analysis of the diffu-

sion equation, given in Appendix A, indicates that some plasma bubbles with radii

of a few tens of kilometers are sufficiently long-lived to reach altitudes > 2000 kin .

Figure 6 is a scatter plot of the altitudinal extent of low-latitude plasma deple-
• tions as a function of local time. The altitude—local time sectors from which we

have no low-latitude observations are designated by slanted lines. During the May -

July 1969 period ISIS I was near apogee at low-latitudes in the midnight-evening

sector (marked by dots). In this period 228 orbit s met the selection criteria. How -

ever , there were no instances of plasma depletions , indicating that they are ex-

• cluded from this altitude—local time sector. The plasma dep letions observed be-

tween 1200 km and satellite perigee tended to cluster in the 2000 to 2200 local time

sector. Those detected at altitudes > 2000 km were in the post-midnight sector .

Thi s altitude-local time distribution indicates that the plasma depletions observed

by ISIS I originated at low altitudes near local sunset .

For example , if we assume that the depletion observed during orbit #3194

(Figure 5) originated at 300 km and 2000 LT, then its mean vertical drift velocity

was 130 rn/sec. Although this is consistent with the in Situ measurements of

McClure at al, 7 care must be exercised in generalizing the model for where de-

pletions may be detected. There is one example of a plasma depletion at 2215 LT

and 600 km (Figure 6). Observations from 000-6 (Basu et al , 19 Figure 2) and

Atmospheric Exp lorer-C (McClure et a17 ) at altitudes < 600 km indicat e the exist-

ence of plasma bite-outs near local midnight . Thus , the conditions for the onset

of Spread F are not restricted to the immediate post-sunset local time sector. The

model for the topside drift s of plasma bubbles would indicat e that depletions should

be detectable throughout the unexplored altitude -local time sector in the lower left

portion of Figure 6.

20. Woodinan , It F., and Basu, S. (1977) Comparison between in situ spectral
measurements of equatorial spread F region irregularities and backscatter
observations at 3m wavelength, Trans. Amer.  Geophys. U. ~~ :449 .

21 . Kelley, M,C. ( 1977) Plasma turbulence In the equatorial F region ionosphere ,
Trans. Amer. Geophys. U. ~~~:47 3.

22. Kadomtsev, B. B. (1965) Plasma Turbulence, Academic Press , r~ew York.
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Figure 6. Scatter Plot of the Latitudes at Which Plasma
Depletions Were Observed as a Function of Local Time.
The regions of no observations are indicated by slanted lines.
In the region marked by dots, there were over 200 orbits
that crossed the magnetic equator , but no observed depletions

6. S U M M A R Y  A N D  CONCLUSIONS -

In this report we have presented observations of large-amplitude irregularities
at low -latitádes in the topside ionos phere from the electrostatic analyzer experi-
ment aboard ISIS I. Data from the satellit e’s first year of operation show 21
examples of plasma depletions at night, near the magnetic equator in the altitude
range 600 < h < 3500 km. Eighty-one percent of the depletions were found in the
± 60° longitude sector , the region of most frequent ionospheric scintillations (Basu
et al ’9 ). The minimum depletions found within the depletions ranged from 2 X l0~
to 6 X ,O~ cm 3. The lowest densities were observed in depletions at altitudes
greater than 1500 km. The depletion amplitudes ranged from 2 to 8. Though
these are considerably less than the 2 to 3 orders of magnitude depletion reported by
Hanson and Santani ’2 at lower alt itudes , they are not inconsistent with 000-6 re-
sults. In one instance (#3430 , Figure 5). the satellite passed through a series of
pla5ma bubbles between 1800 and 1300 km. This observation is consistent with
recently presented numerical calculation by McDonald et al. 

10
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To help understand our observations of plasma depletions in the topside ionos -

phere, we have developed a simple MIlD bubble model along lines suggested by
Woodinan and Lafloz . In agreement with results from Atmospheric Explorer-C,
the model predict s that the bubbles should drift vertically up and, in the rest frame

— of the ambient plasma, to the west. It also predicts that bubbles reaching altitudes

greater than 2000 kin should appear only in the post -midnight sector. The ISIS I
observations agree with this prediction.

1
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Appendix A

Stability of Bubbles A9ainst Drift Wave Induced
Diffusive Collapse

In Section 3 of this report we made use of the Rosenb lut h criterion 16 to show
that in the ionosphere plasma bubbles are stable against catastrophic MHD collapse.
However , due to finite Larmour radius effects , the magnetization currents respon-
sible for the bubbles MPD stability also give rise to unstable drift waves. Drift
waves wit h wavelengths near the ion gyroradius (p1

) are efficient sources of cross
field line diffusion (Kadomtsev) . 22 The diffusion coefficient can approach the Bohm
diffusion lim it

DE
rP I vI

where v1 Is the ion thermal velocity. It is possible to calculate a lower bound on
the lifetime of a plasma bubble against drift-wave-induced diffusive collapse. We
assume that the diffusion proceeds at the Bohm limit. The approximate lifetime of
such a bubble Is

TB
.a 2 / D B

where a is the radius of the bubble (Fi gure 1). If B = 0.25 gauss and 0~, the dominant
Ion , has a temperature of 1000’ , then DB = 6.9 X 1O 7 cm 2 sec~~ . A bubble wit h a
radius of 50 km has a lifetime of about 100 hours . Since this Is much greater than
the I to 7 hours after birth in which ISIS I may observe bubbles , they may be con-
sidered stable against diffusive collapse.
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